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Digital universe a brave new
world for secondary schools
ics students could search Google Images to match words and
concepts that they need for
their Animoto video.
This process alone, challenges students’ understanding
of key words and concepts, as
finding the right picture to represent a word requires understanding and higher order
thinking.Videos can be a good
way to start a class,to stimulate
interest or to recap or revise a
topic.
It is also a very engaging way
to e nc ou rag e stude nts to
author their own content while
at the same time consolidating
their learning.

In this special guide for Leaving Cert
students, Anthony Kilcoyne says integrating
ICT as an active learning method in and
beyond the economics classroom is crucial
for higher education standards

I

n an increasingly unpredictable and unstable world,
education still provides a passport to opportunity and
prosperity. At the very core of
its success will always be talented teachers, transformative
leadership and an innovative
and relevant curriculum.
However, a new digital landscape provides challenges and
opportunities for all involved
in our education system. Digital pedagogies have the capacity to enable and enrich the
personal learning experience,
to fuel new forms of teaching
and learning and to prepare
students to participate actively
and effectively in a networked
global economy.
According to Mark Prensky,
however, there is a digital divide between children who
grew up with technology (digital natives) and those who were
not born into the digital world
but who have adopted aspects
of technology (digital immigrants)

Presentation
tools to engage
all learning
styles
For Prensky, the implications for educators are that to
have a more engaged classroom cohort, it is necessary to
embrace and begin to communicate in the language and style
of students.
Many teachers are very
skilled in the use of ICT and
there is a range of options
available to any teacher who
may need upskilling. The first
port of call for many teachers
is tapping into the human capital in their own school. Those
teachers who are digital natives
are sharing their knowledge
and good practice with colleagues informally, or as part of
in-house continuing profes-

sional development (CPD).
Teachers are also tapping into
the knowledge and skills of
their students.
Enabling students to coconstruct the learning can be
very empowering for teachers
and students.
The National Council for
Te ch nolog y i n E duc ation
(NCTE) also provides a range
of ICT courses online and in
education centres throughout
the country.
The Professional Development Services for Teachers
(PDST) has recently piloted
an active learning full-day
course which integrates ICT to
enhance classroom pedagogy,

Computers can enrich the learning experience

and this will be rolled out nationally.
Any digital immigrant who
may be reluctant to engage
with technology, should heed
the words of Martin Luther
King: ‘‘Take the first step in
faith. You don’t have to see the
whole staircase; just take the
first step.’’

Key skills
The National Council for
Curriculum and Assessment
(NCCA) has identified five
key skills that are central to
teaching and learning at senior
cycle:
& information processing,
& communicating,
& critical and creative thinking,
& being personally effective
and
& working with others.
It is envisaged that senior cycle students will develop competence in these skill areas in
an integrated way and become
adaptable and self-directed
learners.
Reconciling the new developments in technology with
current instructional practices
can appeal to the learning preferences of students and add
exponentially to their personal
development.

They are also useful as an
anticipation exercise to brainstorm and access prior knowledge by providing a visual of
key concepts to stimulate conversation.
An online poster creator
such as Glogster may also help
develop visual literacy by combining text, pictures, graphics,
video and audio into an interactive online poster.
Economics students can locate, gather, analyse and organ i s e rel at e d i n for m at ion
providing for a deeper understanding of a topic.
By developing a de eper
knowledge of a concept, students become more effective
thinkers.

Blogging to
enhance
communication
and assessment
Word clouds and for learning
digital posters to Many schools, subject deteachers and stuaid information partments,
dents are now blogging.
processing
At the ver y least, it enTag clouds or visualisation
tools such as Wordle and Tagxedo can be used to develop infor m at io n p ro c e s s i ng o f
economic definitions and concepts.
Word clouds work simply by
using inputted or pasted text
and creating a presentation of
that information in the shape
of a cloud.
The bigger and more prominent words in the cloud are
those that are used most frequently in the text.
This visual hierarchy of
words is being used more frequently to provide summary
or as an analytical tool.
In the economics classroom,
they can be used as a preteaching tool to introduce new
vocabulary or key concepts.
Included as part of a living
word wall they provide a visual
prompt for vocabulary recall
and unit review.

courages reading and writing
and helps students to become
more proficient communicators.
For economics students,
publishing subject-related
work may be motivational and
lead to an increase in the personal knowledge base.
It can also lead to peerlearning and peer-assessment
of work in a collaborative community of learners.
The ability to comment and
share knowledge online with
other economics students may
help to develop higher-order
skills, such as reflection and
analysis.
Scoilnet is the official education portal of the Department
of Education and Skills and
has excellent examples of teachers’ blogs.
T h e s e c a n b e fou nd at
w w w.s c o i l n e t . i e /
hp_schoolsthatblog.shtm.

Google
applications to
facilitate
working with
others
Access to information has
never been so abundant and
dispersed. Consequently, the
ability to connect and harness
collaborative opportunities
and to become contributors to,
rather than just consumers of,
knowledge is vital for today’s
economics students.
Collaborative tools, such as
Google applications for education, provide increased engagem e n t t r a n s fo r m i n g t h e
classroom ecosystem. With
Google Docs, economics students can create, edit and review in re altime. Instant
feedback can be given on a collaboratively-developed document, such as a dictionary of
frequently-used economic
terms and definitions.
Subject-related resources
can also be developed for departments, with image storage
and shar ing tools such as
Flickr or Picasa. Suitable imagery can be stored in folders to
be accessed and updated by all
at any time.

Web 2.0 tools to
enhance
creative thinking
Digital learners prefer processing pictures, sounds, colours and video, as opposed to
working with static text. Working with a web 2.0 tool such as
Animoto may therefore be very
beneficial. It can be used to improve subject vocabulary, understanding of a complex
topic, link concepts and develop greater understanding.
Animoto yields visually appealing and memorable videos,
which can be created in a matter of minutes once the subject
material is available. Econom-

Prezi (prezi.com) is a dynamic presentation alternative
to PowerPoint and is an excellent digital graphic organiser
tool. Economics students who
like to multi-task and parallel
process will enjoy the non-linear nature of this presentation
tool. It provides for the easy
embedding of images and video, and its built-in zooming
effect allows users to zoom into
diagrams and charts to explore
key concepts or to zoom out to
indicate the relationship of key
concepts.
As an open canvas, it is a
great revision tool because a
large topic can be presented
and patterns of understanding
developed. PowerPoint presentations can also be very engaging if used effectively.
Economics teacher Sine¤ad
Lawlor of Loreto College,
Mullingar, encourages her students to create imaginative
presentations which are available on the PDSTwebsite.
A pres e ntation entitled
‘Multimedia’ that explains
some of the resources discussed in this article is also
available at pdst.ie.

The opportunity
In an era of technology bombardment, it is important that
educationalists embrace the
potential of digital innovation.
At the recent rollout of highspeed broadband, Pat Rabbitte, Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources, said: ‘‘Students’ experience of using technology in
their everyday lives must be reflected in their learning experiences in schools. ‘‘We must
encourage students and teachers to integrate the possibilities presented by ICT with the
traditional teaching methods.’’
In this way, the disparity between life in the classroom and
that beyond the school will
narrow.We can create an environment where students are coconstructing the learning and
connecting the classroom with
learning from outside.
A richer learning experience
will inevitably result.This is the
key: as it is not about the technology, it is about the learning.
Anthony Kilcoyne is an
information and communications technology adviser with
the PTSD

Business 2000
Business 2000 articles provide topical information for a
wide audience, including Leaving Certificate students of
business, accounting and economics, as well as their
teachers.
The articles complement the case studies that are
published annually in The Sunday Business Post Business
2000 multimedia resource package. The resource is
designed and developed by Woodgrange Technologies in
partnership with the Business Studies Teachers
Association of Ireland, the Professional Development

Service for Teachers and the Department of Education and
Science.
The resource is printed and distributed free of charge to
every second-level school and selected third-level
institutions on the island of Ireland. The Business 2000
articles are published every Sunday during school term.
The teachers’ support desk can be reached at 016566290 or by email at business2000@woodgrange.ie.
Backup and archive material can be found on
www.business2000.ie.

Case studies
Teachers use Business 2000 to illustrate key areas of the
business curriculum in the classroom by using up-to-date
business examples from leading Irish organisations.
Students gain a greater understanding of the realities of the
world of business by experiencing how organisations
manage their business and deal with everyday issues. These
case studies can be used as real examples to underpin their
understanding of various learning points on the curricula.
The online e-learning modules for business and
economics syllabus and the (Leaving Certificate Voc

ational Programme) LCVP are available at
www.business2000.ie. These interactive modules are an
interesting and enjoyable way for students to study
independently and revise for exams. The teachers’ section
on the website includes Business 2000 newspaper articles
from The Sunday Business Post, curriculum links, previous
examination papers, syllabus guides, tasks and activities
based on case studies, learning outcomes and useful links.
All the case studies are archived at www.business2000.ie,
and can be downloaded for free.

